the business of international events

BOSTON STRONG.
One City’s Story of Safety,
Security, and Sustainability
A Love Connection:
Smartphones, Tablets and Apps
2014 Award Program
Brochures Now Available
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Saint Louis Art Fair Stats
Number of Points : 334
Time to complete : 26 hrs
URL : www.PointsMap.com/SLAF

I

first encountered the PointsMap online mapping program two years ago during the IFEA
Annual Conference. My first impression was
that the program was an impressive tool that
would never fit within the budget for the Saint
Louis Art Fair, and even if it could, our tiny staff
would not have the time or technical capabilities
to build out a map. The next year, I met PointsMap president Jerry Waddell and discussed the
possibility of using the PointsMap program for
the 2013 fair. The $999 introductory set-up fee
turns the map into a great value,
and the $100 per month hosting
fee is pennies when compared
to normal printing costs. My
fears about the staff shortage and
knowledge needed to produce
a map were quickly allayed. We
built the map from start to finish
in less than 26 hours spread
over a few weeks. The work was split between
myself and our college intern; we both got past
the learning curve within an hour and found the
program extremely intuitive and very easy to use.
Using an online map versus printed material

means that if we had any changes or artists drop
out, we could modify the information quickly
with just a few clicks and users could then see the
updates instantly.
Each PointsMap begins with a unique Google Map™ and your own domain URL for your
PointsMap. You can center the map anywhere
and at any zoom level. For the Saint Louis Art
Fair, we were able to set the view to show just our
six city block area. Our map, which eventually
totaled over three hundred Points of Interest,

“...we could modify the information
quickly with just a few clicks and
users could then see the updates
instantly.

”

seemed very daunting at this stage. We created
Categories for each art medium as well as restaurants, vendors and services. As we started to build
out these Categories, things seemed to just fall
into place. We really
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wanted to get everything we
could out of the program and
to that end we made certain
that each of the almost two
hundred artists had a picture
of their art, a link to their
website and a short biography
on their individual Points.
Musical performers have
similar information and in a
lot of cases we linked videos
of previous performances or
music videos that open inside
of PointsMap. This not only
let visitors to the fair learn
about the creators behind the
work they were buying, but
also directed more traffic to the
artists’ websites. Next year, we’re
hoping to open up the artists’
access to their own Points
so they can add even
more information and
links. Each Point can
honestly be its own mini
website.
The longest part of the
work was simply putting
the icons on the
map in the correct
locations, but since
many of our artists
42

are located in the same booths
every year, our 2014 PointsMap
will only need slight updating
on that front. This reusability
is a tremendous asset for us.
Using an importing function
PointsMap has provided, we
can change almost every piece
of data on the map using just
a spreadsheet. We already had

manual is available
for
Administrators that takes
you step-by-step through
setting up and maintaining
a map as well as addressing
every option in the program.
The website has training videos,
guided demo for visitors and
multiple Q&A pages available.
The support staff is always

“Each Point can honestly be
its own mini website.”
most of the information we
entered into our PointsMap in
other locations; this program
gave us an easy to use interface to
bring it all together. I can really
see the Saint Louis Art Fair being
a paperless event within the next
few years using PointsMap. We
even created an access area for
our volunteers and vendors to
view helpful videos, training and
exhibitor guides and registration
information.
PointsMap has a lot of
support options available
as well. A comprehensive
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willing to address any concerns
or questions as well.
One of the most effective
things about the program
is PointsMap Mobile. Since
PointsMap is an online program
rather than just a smartphonebased application, the desktop
version which works on both
PCs and tablets, can be used by
Administrators to edit the map
and by visitors to preplan their
outings. Unlike normal apps,
PointsMap Mobile accesses the

same information and keeps the
map updated. PointsMap Mobile
works with a smartphone’s GPS
and can locate you on the map,
making navigation very simple.
Another part of wayfinding with
PointsMap is PID numbers.
A PID number is assigned to
each Point.

Entering the number into the
Find by PID page will take you
directly to that Point on the map.
This gives artists the chance to
post their number at their booth
so potential customers can read
up on them quickly. PointsMap
is developing an app for the
PathMaps wayfinding feature, but
even this will rely on the same
online mapping system to keep
data constantly up-to-date.
PointsMap has opened up
doors for tracking key volunteers
around the festival. An add-on
feature would allow certain
individuals to mark their
location with their smartphones
and auto update a related Point
on the PointsMap. This could
also come in handy while laying
out Points that do not have a
physical address associated with
them.
I think one reason for our great
success with PointsMap was our
marketing. In order to get the
maximum exposure for the new
program, we embedded it in our

website; passed out business cards
displaying a QR Code that linked
to the map, featured the same QR
Code on much of our signage;
and reached out to the media for
some coverage of PointsMap in
action at the fair.
I am constantly thinking of new
approaches I can take to adding
ideas onto our PointsMap or ways
this program could be used for
other events. I think PointsMap is
a perfect partner for festivals, fairs,
and events. It has a reasonable
price tag, a user-friendly interface
and a multitude of applications.
Visit
www.PointsMap.com/SLAF
to see Cindy’s map
To take advantage of this
limited time special pricing
for IFEA members,
or for more information, visit
www.PointsMap.com
or Contact Jerry Waddell at
jerryw@pointsmap.com
423.894.2677
Layout & Design : Chris Harvey

We were able to make use of
PointsMap’s Inside Maps to showcase
exhibits in the Creative Castle. This
allowed us to create a “sub map” and
highlight each artist, their pieces and
their talent.
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